
How combinatorial digital 
innovation creates a 
strategic edge
Drive digital transformation in finance organizations by combining
innovative components that deliver value



Organizational transformation
presents a timely opportunity
Digital transformation creates many opportunities for organizational transformation, especially within finance teams.
New positions are being created that didn’t exist several years ago, such as Chief Digital Officer, Digital Finance Director, 
and IoT Infrastructure Manager. The ways businesses operate and interact with customers, and within the organization itself,
are evolving. By taking advantage of combinatorial digital innovation (the combination of various technology components and 
trends to discover new value), businesses can handle the massive changes happening today. This eBook explores how to make 
that happen in order to gain competitive advantage and better insights about your business.
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The 
components
for digital 
innovation
Digital transformation should be considered a business 
strategy rather than a technology initiative. Today, all 
organizations must have a digital plan not only for 
growth, but for competitive advantage. How does your 
organization approach, strategize, design, assemble, 
and run a successful digital transformation? First, you 
must learn how to “be digital” to better serve customers, 
obtain market share, and deliver value. There are many 
components to digital transformation, which is why your 
digital innovation strategy must go beyond solely moving 
to the cloud.

Technology to create more 
effective, responsive, and digitally 

connected assets, trading partners, 
and people

Information, data science, and 
data outcome investments to 

leverage information for 
competitive advantage

Realigned business units to create 
unique and individualized 

customer experiences

Finance organizational
changes to embrace a
digital transformation

Cloud technology leveraging a 
complete enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) solution to move 
quickly and adapt to change

Artificial intelligence (AI) 
to automate and scale 
people-intensive tasks 
and create new services
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A digital strategy is the overall digital and transformative approach your organization 
takes to modernize its business. This digital strategy includes human capital, change 
readiness, and technical components. Your people define goals for transformation 
based on both short- and long-term benefits, while technology streamlines the 
business, lowers costs, and delivers quick outcomes.

To ensure a successful strategic deployment, the executive team should define your 
vision, while engaging and aligning all digital transformation strategies. A digitally 
enabled finance organization has the potential to provide professionals more time 
for strategic endeavors. Adding AI and robotics—with the goal of helping to streamline 
business processes, lower costs, and deliver outcomes more quickly—changes the way 
finance operates.

For example, AI could help to automate simple tasks and eventually handle more 
complex predictive analytics. Finance then can turn vast amounts of data into 
actionable information. Data can be used to make insightful decisions that can lead to 
financial innovations, industry differentiation, and ultimately, business and digital 
transformation. It’s now easier to assemble and activate the most proficient talent and 
teams to tackle specific projects. As teams across the business rally around a shared 
purpose, strong partnerships can be created to move business objectives forward. The 
right teams can then collaborate and focus on shared objectives, while information 
flows and projects sync to create innovation, integrity, and accountability.

Assembling a digitally enabled finance team
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Foundations
for a digital 
organization
To create significant competitive advantages, the
scope of change must be greater than just incremental 
improvements or advancements of software features. 
Every organization has the potential to digitally transform 
itself, but it requires vision, leadership, investment, 
and tenacity.

Four dimensions must be considered.

• Digital-first strategy—First and foremost 
understand your business and vision to prioritize 
your digital strategy

• Digital design—Create the best digital ecosystems and 
encourage collaborative ways of working and teaming

• Assemble strategies and talent—Raise the digital 
IQ of your organization by developing key skills and 
increasing engagement

• Run the digital transformation—Support and scale 
the transformation with collaboration tools to drive 
innovation and share intelligence
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In this environment of ever-evolving 
technology, innovation gives rise to more 
innovation, providing more and more 
component parts that can lead to the 
development of even more digital
innovation. The result is a continual
creation of new markets, new services
and even new industries.”

R O B E R T  S N O W
Contributor, Gartner1



Right for today, ready
for tomorrow
Infor CloudSuite™ solutions give you the functionality and flexibility needed to grow your 
business, while allowing you to work the way you live. End-to-end, fully integrated capabilities 
are designed specifically for today’s users, and automatic upgrades allow you to stay current with
 your enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems as your business evolves along its own specific 
digital transformation timelines.

Cloud enabled

• Industry-specific solutions

• Easy integration with existing systems

• Consumer-grade user experience

• Amazon® partnership for security, scalability

Business-wide transformation

• Integrated finance, supply, and human capital systems

• Business analytics with deep insights

• Role-based and data driven

Modern finance tools

• Unlimited reporting dimensions

• Enhanced analytics for vast data quantities

• Relevant information for faster, better decisions
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How do you get started?
As the world continues to move in a digital direction, the changes ahead are both exciting and 
challenging. But by embracing digital innovation within your organization, you can transform 
for greater growth and competitive advantage.

By working with a reliable, respected technology partner, you’ll define your objectives, and lay the 
groundwork for a digital strategy that will prepare your organization for new opportunities and set 
it up for many years of success.

L E A R N  M O R E  
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https://www.infor.com/products/cloudsuite-financials


About Infor
Infor builds business software for specific industries in the cloud. With 17,000 employees and over 65,000 customers in more than 170 countries, Infor software is designed for progress. To learn more, please visit www.infor.com.
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